Electronical registration for a next year of study

ATTENTION! It is not a registration for the first year of study nor registration after interrupting your studies.

According to the Code of Study and Examination of Charles University, students are obliged to register for the next year of their studies. All the deadlines are included in the Academic Calendar.

Registration for the next year of your studies is done only electronically in SIS. It is recommended to do this registration as soon as possible in order to meet all the requirements. It is possible to take exams also after the control of study progress is done.

All the students (both bachelor and master) must follow these steps in order to register for the next year of study (details are below):

1. Students check their personal information in SIS
2. In SIS, students run a control of the requirements for proceeding with their studies (for their own purposes)
3. In SIS, students request a control of the requirements by the Department of Student Affairs
4. The Department of Student Affairs runs the control
5. After a successful control, the registration is done and students are able to print the confirmation of their student status

Students who do not register within the given deadline, i.e. do not run the control, are informed by the Department of Student Affairs that they must do so within a special deadline. Students receive an e-mail notification about this. The document is then available in SIS in the module Personal Data, tab Documents received. Students who do not run their registration within the special deadline cannot proceed with their studies and their studies are considered to be finished.

Please be aware that the studies are not done solely by stopping going to the classes or by not having the option to take the second term to finish an obligatory course registered for the second time.

Students must end their studies in one of the ways stated in the Higher Education Act. Otherwise, they are still registered as students and in case of prolonged studies, they can be charged for their studies. Ending studies can be done in a quick way by providing a written statement on such ending.

Steps to register for the next year of studies

1. Students go to the module Personal data and settings and check whether all the information is updated and that the e-mail address is correct and functioning. If necessary, students update their information (or contact the Department of Student Affairs as some information, e.g. permanent address, can be changed only by the members of the department. Detailed information on how to change personal information is at this website.
2. Students go to the module Summary of exam results, go to Validations and run a control for the year of study they are about to finish.
The control checks the number of credits, completing obligatory courses registered for the second time and if more credits are registered also whether at least minimum of credits is obtained. The number of credits registered is found in the Overview of exam results.

It is recommended to run such control during your studies, so you know how you are doing with obligatory courses and numbers of credits required.

In case of any troubles, contact the Department of Student Affairs as soon as possible.

3. If the control is successful, it is possible to register for the next unit of study by clicking Submit a request to the department of student affairs (fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Submitting a request to the department of student affairs

4. The control is usually done the next business day, within a week the latest. If the requirements are not met, the results of the control say “failed”, the date of the control is included.

If the requirements are met, the Department of Study Affairs changes the student’s status and the notification in SIS says: “THE CHECK HAS BEEN MADE (202X/2X): studying from 01.10.202X, XY. year of study.” (fig. 2).

For the students who have asked for the control and they meet the requirements, but they are about to finish their studies: the control for the next unit of studies DOES NOT SUBSTITUTE registration for the first year of master or doctoral study programmes.

Fig. 2: The control results – registration is done
5. When the student status is updated by the Department of Student Affairs, it is possible to print a confirmation of your student status for the new academic year. The module *Personal data and settings*, tab *Print confirmation* offers two options for the confirmation (fig. 3) – one normal and one with an electronic signature. Details about the latter are at [this website](#).

![Fig. 3: Confirmation of study](#)